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We report a novel approach to gene expression profiling using the Nottingham Prognostic Index (NPI) to stratify
26 patients with invasive breast carcinoma. As an aggregate index of parameters reflecting metastatic potential,
growth rate, and genetic instability the NPI has distinct advantages over other clinicopathologic features used
to segregate breast cancer patients. As a continuous variable it offers a responsive and sensitive means of
modeling a continuum of clinical aggressiveness. Using RNA extracted from 26 tumors and cDNA microarrays
with 23 343 unique genetic elements, 84 genes and expressed sequence tags were identified whose expression
patterns correlated with NPI. Differential expression by immunohistochemistry (IHC) was also observed for two
of three genes evaluated by this method. Correlation was determined by the Spearman rank correlation method
with null distribution analysis. Among the 84 genetic elements were seven previously implicated in neoplastic
progression (including the two demonstrating differential expression by IHC), 11 without specific cancer
association but localized to chromosomal sites whose loss or gain has been identified in cytogenetic studies of
breast carcinoma, and 73 not previously associated with breast carcinoma. Collectively, the expression
patterns of these 84 elements have potential to distinguish high and low NPI patient samples. These data add
support to the assertion that prognostic groups of breast carcinoma are reflected in distinguishable expression
profiles of a limited set of genes.
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The specific molecular events contributing to the
spectrum of clinical aggressiveness and therapeutic
responsiveness in breast carcinoma are poorly
understood, but are thought to involve multifacto-
rial, interactive, and stepwise alterations of gene
expression.

The current ability of grade and stage to assess
prognosis and predict therapeutic response is less
than ideal. Up to one-third of women with negative
axillary lymph nodes will experience recurrence
and approximately one-third of node-positive pa-

tients not receiving adjuvant therapy will be
recurrence free after 10 years.1,2 Consideration of
other factors such as special histologic type, hor-
mone and growth factor receptor expression, and
other individual parameters marginally improve this
ability,3,4 but likely represent only a fraction of the
molecular mechanisms ultimately determining the
clinical behavior of tumors.

Analyzing the variation in aggregate gene
expression using gene array technology offers a
powerful approach that has been employed
in identifying molecular markers important in
predicting outcome as well as response to targeted
therapy. The ultimate aims of such endeavors may
be to characterize conserved ‘molecular signatures’
that more accurately predict prognosis, or to
characterize novel molecular mechanisms of malig-
nant transformation and cell growth and thereby
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potential avenues for targeted pharmacotherapeutic
modalities.5

Several recent studies have used factors such as
axillary lymph node metastasis, local recurrence,
distant metastasis, outcome, hormone receptor ex-
pression, and BRCA1/BRCA2 mutations to identify
molecular signatures of clinical relevance.6–14 These
factors have the advantage of being unequivocal,
easily ascertained, and clinically practical. How-
ever, complex statistical algorithms must be em-
ployed to correlate the continuous variable data
from gene expression microarrays with the binary or
discrete variable data of the other factors.

The Nottingham Prognostic Index (NPI) was
derived from tumor registry data as a robust means
for predicting outcomes in breast cancer patients.15

Despite some significant limitations—namely un-
proven applicability in the era of mammographically
detected lesions and lack of resolution in predicting
behavior of tumors less than 1.0 cm16,17—it has been
validated independently18–20 and prospectively21 as a
means of segregating patients into excellent, good,
moderate, and poor prognosis groups. Unlike nodal
status, hormone receptor expression, grade, and
other binary measures previously used in stratifying
cases for gene expression profiling, the NPI is a
continuous variable. As such, it allows for more
straightforward correlation analysis.

We report the results of our gene expression
profiling of 26 patients with invasive ductal carci-
noma employing direct correlation analysis between
NPI scores and the raw expression data of 23 343
genes and expressed sequence tags (EST).

Materials and methods

Institutional Review Board approval for this study
was obtained at our institution before commencing.
Pathology reports and histologic sections from 26
patients with invasive ductal carcinoma undergoing
surgery at the Mayo Clinic between 1997 and 2000
were reviewed to determine the NPI for each case
using the formula put forth by the Nottingham
group15,22 with the modification of lymph node
scoring proposed by the Swedish Breast Cancer
Cooperative Group.23 In short, the index is a sum of
three separate scores: grade (scored as 1, 2, or 3 —
using the three-tiered Nottingham scale), size (score
obtained by multiplying the size in cm by 0.2), and
lymph node status (scored as: no lymph metastasis
¼ 1, 1–4 involved lymph nodes¼ 2, and 44
involved lymph nodes¼ 3).

RNA was extracted from fresh frozen tissue
obtained at the time of surgery for 26 patients as
well as five normal control and seven patients with
ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) (three low-grade
DCIS and four high-grade DCIS). Tissue samples
were snap frozen in the frozen section laboratory.
Cryostat sections of each sample were examined to
ensure the invasive and intraductal carcinoma speci-

mens contained at least 75% tumor and for verifica-
tion of the normal control specimens. Total RNA was
extracted from 10 to 15, 10mm frozen tissue sections
of each sample. The quantity of RNAwas determined
by OD260 spectrophotometry and the quality was
assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

Expression profiling for all 38 patient RNA
samples was performed at Millennium Pharmaceu-
ticals, LLC (Cambridge, MA, USA) using an auto-
mated high throughput cDNA microarray assay
comprised of 30 512 unique cDNAs including 5111
well-characterized genes and 18 232 ESTs, or Uni-
gene sequences (Research Genetics, Inc., Huntsville,
AL, USA).

Correlation analysis using the Spearman rank
correlation coefficient determination was performed
by comparing the NPI values for the invasive
carcinoma patients to the raw microarray expression
data. The null distribution of the Spearman correla-
tion was determined to assess the number of chance
random correlations anticipated. Genes for which
the absolute value of the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient was greater than 0.6 were considered
significantly associated with NPI. The expression
data of selected genes, in the invasive carcinoma
cohort as well as the control and DCIS groups, were
normalized by mean centering and represented
graphically using the TreeView software program
(Stanford Univeristy, Palo Alto, CA, USA).

Gene attributes, including known or potential
cancer association, were ascertained using the
Unigene, LocusLink, and OMIM databases available
from the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Immunoperoxidase staining of frozen tissue sec-
tions (from the same tissue from which RNA was
extracted) was performed using commercially avail-
able monoclonal antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechno-
logy, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA) directed against
protein products of the cancer-associated genes
identified by the correlation analysis above. Slides
were processed on a Ventana ES (Ventana Medical
Systems Inc., Tucson, AZ, USA) autostainer (dilu-
tions provided below) that utilized labeled strepta-
vidin biotin detection chemistry with 5-amino-
ethyl-carboxazole as the chromogen. Tumor sections
were examined in a blinded fashion and staining of
the benign or neoplastic epithelial cells was scored
on a scale of 0–4þ . The cellular staining pattern
(nuclear, cytoplasmic, membrane, etc) observed in
the invasive tumor, benign, and stromal cells was
noted for each case. Correlation between the raw
microarray gene expression data and the immuno-
histochemical expression data were determined
using the Spearman rank methodology.

Results

Demographic and clinical parameters of the patients
and tumors are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1.
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A total of 124 array positions representing 50 well-
characterized genes and 34 ESTs demonstrated
substantial positive or negative correlation with
NPI (|r|40.6). Supervised clustering of the micro-
array showed low expression values gradually
merging into high expression values with increasing
NPI in the positive correlation gene group and the
opposite pattern in the negative correlation gene
group (Figure 2).

Of the 46 genes/ESTs for which expression
correlated well with increasing NPI (r40.6), 35 did
not show increased expression in normal controls,
41 had no increase in expression in low-grade DCIS,
and 36 had no increase in high-grade DCIS. Of the
38 genes/ESTs for which decreased expression
correlated well with increasing NPI (ro�0.6), 29
also showed increased expression in the normal
controls, 31 had increased expression in low-grade
DCIS, and 34 were increased in high grade DCIS.

Using the null distribution of the Spearman
correlations for 26 patients, 30 512 array positions,
and |r| 4 0.6, an estimated 0.13% (or 39) of the
array positions would be expected to show random
correlation.

Among those genes overexpressed in tumors with
higher NPI scores, were two previously associated
with malignant transformation: tumor protein D52
like protein 2 (TPD52L2),24 and serine-threonine
kinase 6 (STK6).25 Among those genes expressed at
increased levels in tumors with lower NPI scores, as
well as normal controls, were four whose reduced

expression has been implicated in neoplastic pro-
gression (mothers against decapentaplegic homolog
4 (MADH4),26 p53 inducible protein 1 (TP53Inp1),27

dual specificity phosphatase 5 (DUSP5),28 GATA
sequence binding protein 3 (GATA3),29 and tumor
rejection antigen 1 (TRA1)).30

Commercially available monoclonal antibodies
suitable for use in frozen section immunohistochem-
istry (IHC) were obtained for three of the seven
cancer-associated genes: GATA3 (clone HG3-31,
1:100 dilution), MADH4 (clone B-8, 1:50 dilution),
and TRA1 (clone C-19, 1:100 dilution) (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA). Immuno-
peroxidase staining was performed on three normal
control and 17 tumor samples (there was insuffi-
cient frozen tissue for the testing of the remaining
samples). IHC expression of MADH4 and GATA3
showed statistically significant correlation with the
raw microarray expression data (Figure 3). Staining
for MADH4 was characterized by a cytoplasmic
pattern of expression that was strongest in the
benign and low NPI tumors. Staining for GATA3
was predominantly nuclear in pattern with the
strongest intensity seen low NPI tumors. Less
intense staining was observed in benign controls
as well as high NPI tumors. Staining for TRA1 did
not correlate with microarray expression values. The
TRA1 pattern of staining was cytoplasmic and
predominantly within stromal cells; the epithelial
component stained negatively or equivocally (1þ )
(Figure 4).

In addition to specific cancer-associated genes,
disproportionate increases or decreases of multiple
separate genes/ESTs at certain chromosomal regions
associated with loss or gain in breast tumors were
noted in tumors with higher NPI scores. Increased
expression was observed in genes/ESTs localized to
1q21, 6p21, 7p14, 11q13–23, and 20q13. Decreased
expression was seen in genes/ESTs localized to
1q23–25, 9q33–34, 10q25–26, 17p11–13, 18q12–21,
and 19q11–13 (Table 2).

Discussion

The specific genetic elements (or combination
thereof) contributing to the spectrum of clinical
aggressiveness and therapeutic responsiveness seen
in breast carcinomas are poorly understood. These
are likely multifactorial, interactive, and stepwise
alterations of expression that continue to evolve
even after a tumor becomes invasive. As an
aggregate index comprised of parameters reflecting
metastatic behavior, growth rate and genetic in-
stability, the NPI has several distinct advantages
over other clinicopathologic features used to segre-
gate breast cancer patients in gene expression
profiling studies. The NPI is thus able to reflect
and model tumor progression by assigning a
numeric value to tumors approximating different
points along a continuum of clinical aggressiveness.

Table 1 Patient and tumor parameters

Gender (M:F) (1:25)
Median age (range) 65 (29–90)
Mean tumor size (range) 2.5 (1.1–5.0)
Lymph node metastases:

0 12
1–4 7
44 7

Histologic grade
I 4
II 11
III 11

Mean NPI (range) 4.6 (2.4–6.8)
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Figure 1 NPI distribution for 26 patients with invasive breast
carcinoma. Patient samples listed in order of increasing NPI. (NPI:
Nottingham Prognostic Index)
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Figure 2 Supervised clustering of microarray data for selected genes. The patient samples are arranged in columns. The invasive
carcinoma patients are in order of increasing NPI. Gene/ESTs comprise the rows. The HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee designation
is used for genes and the IMAGE database identifier is given for the ESTs. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for each gene/EST
follows in parentheses.
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Figure 3 Differential expression of GATA3, MADH4, and TRA1 by immunohistochemistry and microarray. Line drop scatter plots of the
microarray (MA) gene expression and IHC expression values for three cancer-associated genes identified in this study. MA (D) values are
expressed as dimensionless relative units (fold difference). IHC values (J) are the tumor cell staining score. White bars between points
indicate a positive difference between MA and IHC values, dark bars indicate a negative difference. Spearman rank r and P values are
given for each gene.
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Figure 4 MADH4, GATA3, and TRA1 immunohistochemistry. Representative photomicrographs (� 200) of immunoperoxidase-stained
frozen tissue sections using antibodies directed against MADH4, GATA3, and TRA1.
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While no genetic elements with perfect correla-
tion between expression and NPI were identified,
two well-characterized genes associated with malig-
nancy were increasingly overexpressed with
increasing NPI scores. STK6 (also known as
STK15, BTAK, or aurora2) overexpression has been
implicated in centrosome abnormalities and aneu-
ploidy in p53 deficient cultured cell lines.25 More
specifically, STK6 has been described as amplified
in up to 12% of breast tumors, and overexpressed in
substantial percentage of the nonamplified cases.31

TPD52L2 is another less well-characterized putative
oncogene.24

In addition, five genes whose reduced expression
has been implicated in malignant transformation
(ie putative tumor suppressor genes) were expressed
at relatively increased levels in patients with
lower NPI scores as well as in DCIS and normal
controls. MADH4 (or SMAD4 or DPC4) loss has
been well described in pancreatic and juvenile
polyposis associated colorectal tumors,26,32

TP53Inp1 is thought to participate in p53 mediated
‘gatekeeper’ functions,27 GATA3 interacts with
TGF-b mediated pathways of tumor suppression
and has been shown to be coexpressed with
estrogen receptor,29,33,34 (Reinholz M and Lingle W,
Unpublished Data, 2004.) DUSP5 inhibits the
MAP kinase pathway of cell proliferation signal-
ing,28 and TRA1 (GRP94, or GP96) also seems to
impart a protective effect from malignant transfor-
mation.30

Other genes/ESTs such as POLR2A (an RNA
polymerase) and TUBB5 (a member of the beta
tubulin family) may reflect proliferation-related
increases in metabolic, protein synthetic, or cyto-
skeletal restructuring activity. The sporadically
increased expression of some of these genes in the
normal controls may similarly reflect transient
homeostatic changes. Still other markers such as
FABP7 (a fatty acid binding protein expressed in
adipocytes) may represent benign cellular constitu-
ents disproportionately present in either higher or
lower NPI score samples.

Differential expression by IHC correlated with the
microarray expression values for two of the three
genes (GATA3 and MADH4) examined in our study.
A third marker (TRA1) showed sporadic expression
by IHC, predominantly within stromal cells, that did
not correlate with expression data for TRA1 in the
microarray. This likely represents a disproportion of
non-neoplastic stromal elements within the sam-
ples, a recognized susceptibility of this technique.

In addition to specific cancer-associated genes,
multiple separate genes/ESTs localized to specific
chromosomal regions showed increased or de-
creased expression in the high NPI patient samples.
These might indirectly represent deletions or am-
plifications of these regions, the majority of which
have been observed previously in cytogenetic
analyses of breast carcinoma. Specifically, the
apparent gains at 1q21, 20q13.2, and 7p14 and
the apparent losses at 1q23–25 and 9q33 match

Table 2 Differential expression at specific chromosomal sites

Genes/ESTs Locus r Reported frequency

Gains
S100A3 1q21 0.61 61%35

S100A8 1q21 0.69
EST IMAGE 84820 6p21.1 0.67 Reported but frequency not stated36

TUBB5 6p21.31 0.61
ANLN 7p14–15 0.60 44%35

EST IMAGE 771114 7p14.3 0.77
ROM1 11q13 0.66 38%37 [11% High Level Amplification
CD3G 11q23 0.61 at 11q23]35

TPD52L2 20q13.2 0.60 55% [11% High Level Amplification
STK6 20q13.2 0.69 at 20q13.2]35

Losses
MRPS14 1q23–25 �0.73 65% [1q21-23 commonly deleted]38,39

EST IMAGE 814054 1q24–25 �0.64
TNC 9q33 �0.74 39% [9q33 commonly deleted]40

CCBL1 9q34.13 �0.61
DUSP5 10q25 �0.65 30%35

EIF3S10 10q26 �0.66
EST IMAGE 591814 17p11.1 �0.62 30%41

POLR2A 17p13.1 �0.65
CGI-150 17p13.3 �0.65
VAMP2 17p31.1 �0.62
MADH4 18q21 �0.64 58%35

ZNF24 18q12 �0.62
HPN 19q11–13.2 �0.67 Reported but frequency not stated43

LENG4 19q13.3 �0.63
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those most consistently and frequently reported in
the literature.

Our data suggest that prognostic groups of breast
carcinomas can be defined by distinguishable
expression profiles of a limited set of genes
(n¼ 84). These data are similar to those of van de
Vijver et al,10 who demonstrated a significant
correlation between outcome and expression of 70
genes identified by expression array technology, and
actually improved prognostic discrimination using
that gene profile instead of NIH or St Gallen’s
prognostic criteria. From a biological standpoint,
these data are important in the sense of demonstrat-
ing that the spectrum of genetic alterations corre-
sponding to clinical aggressiveness in malignant
neoplasms is not random. Rather, it is potentially
definable using a finite number of variables. From a
prognostic standpoint, careful studies will be re-
quired to determine whether our gene expression
profiles can improve outcome prediction beyond the
resolution of NPI in a larger group of patients. From
the standpoint of target discovery, our findings lend
support to several recent reports of novel genes
important in the breast neoplasia and point in new
directions to genes and markers warranting further
exploration.
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